


Lone Wolf Racking up Miles

Track OR7′s epic journey from northeast

Oregon to California.

The ESA of 1973 also gave new impetus to an idea that had long been simmering among

professional conservationists  the restoration of wolves to Yellowstone National Park (Leopold 1944, Pimlott 1967,

Mech 1970). Assistant Secretary of the Interior Nathaniel Reed championed the idea in the 1970s. A long political

process followed involving considerable Congressional wrangling, a $350,000 appropriation for an Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS) on wolf reintroduction, 160,000 written comments on the EIS, an unsuccessful court case

against the reintroduction, and a last-minute injunction against releasing the wolves that was soon rescinded

(Cook 1993, McNamee 1997).

The process culminated in the reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone and central Idaho in 1995 and 1996 (Bangs

and Fritts 1996) as part of FWS’s Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan. According to that plan, wolves

would be considered “viable” (or recovered) in the region once 10 breeding pairs were maintained in each of three

designated recovery areas (in parts of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming) “for a minimum of three successive

years” (FWS 1987). Thanks to legal protection and the wolves’ biotic potential, the species reached the

recovery goal in 2002 with at least 663 individuals, and numbers have continued to increase.

Likewise, the plan for wolves in the Upper Midwest specified that the species would be considered recovered once

Minnesota retained its existing population of at least 1,250 wolves for five consecutive years, and when Wisconsin

and Michigan were supporting at least 100 wolves between them (FWS 1992). By 1999, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and

Michigan had reached those objectives, and their wolf populations also continued to increase.

More Wolves, More Tension

The understanding and intention of both the Northern Rocky

Mountain (NRM) and Upper Midwest wolf recovery teams

were that once the wolf populations reached their

science-based biological recovery levels, the FWS would

delist them, and their management — including public

harvest — would be returned to the states.

Those expectations met numerous roadblocks, however.

In 2003, FWS changed the status of Upper Midwest wolves

to threatened rather than endangered, and in 2007 and

2009, delisted them. In 2003, 2008, and 2009, FWS also

tried to reclassify or delist the Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming

wolf populations. Each attempt, however, was successfully

challenged in court by animal-protection groups on the basis

of legal technicalities, such as failure to address threats to

wolves outside the core recovery areas.

Wolf populations in the NRM and Midwest have continued to increase beyond recovery levels, much to the chagrin

of many ranchers, hunters, and guides. In the NRM, those folks generally have been extremely patient and tolerant

while wolf populations have grown far beyond the levels that many residents had believed they would have to live

with based on the publicly vetted recovery plans. After wolves were delisted in the West (except in Wyoming) and

then relisted once more by court order in 2010, some western residents appealed to their Congressional

representatives. As a result, in 2011 Congress intervened by legislatively delisting wolves in Montana and Idaho (as

well as in parts of Washington, Oregon, and Utah), and exempting that ruling from legal challenges (ENS 2011).

By then, the NRM wolf population exceeded 1,750 wolves, about six times the minimum recovery level. Likewise, in

the Upper Midwest, the Minnesota wolf population had reached more than twice the minimum recovery level, and

the Wisconsin/Michigan population hit 12 times the minimum level, so FWS again delisted wolves in the region in

late 2011.

With each of these states’ wolf populations far higher than recovery levels, some groups began to strongly promote

public wolf harvesting. (Federal culling of depredating wolves had been ongoing for years in these states, resulting

in removal of more than 4,000 wolves.) All the states with recovered wolf populations (except Michigan) began to

allow various forms of public wolf harvest. Their approaches varied: all allowed hunting, some allowed trapping,

snaring, and baiting. But all set conservative quotas and seasons in their first year’s regulations.

Even so, neither Montana nor Idaho nor Wyoming reached their initial harvest quotas, and wolf populations

continued to increase. Montana, for example, had hoped to harvest 220 wolves in the 2010-2011 season but ended

up taking only 166, even after extending the season. The state’s wolf population then increased by 15 percent.

Likewise, Minnesota, which had issued 3,600 wolf permits during the 2012 deer season, saw hunters harvest 147 of



Biologists collar and assess a breeding male (formerly alpha male)
of Yellowstone’s Blacktail Pack, which was immobilized by
helicopter darting. Up to 30 percent of wolves in Yellowstone are
collared, says Douglas Smith, wolf project leader for the park.
“What we know about wolves,” he says, “hinges on having a
marked population.” (Credit: Dan Stahler/NPS)

the 200 quota. (A second special season for hunting, trapping, or snaring wolves, with 2,400 permits and a quota of

253, did reach that quota.)

Though conservative wolf-harvest quotas were based on population science, hunting of wolves greatly upset many

members of the public. Saving wolves had gained a large and passionate constituency. Wolves in Yellowstone were

seen by hundreds of thousands of visitors and had generated an estimated $35 million per year for the

local economy (Duffield et al. 2008). Some biologists had also concluded that through trophic cascades, wolves

were improving populations of everything from beetles to trout in the Yellowstone ecosystem (Hebblewhite and

Smith 2010), and the popular media had greatly publicized those findings. (After a recent review of the literature,

however, I concur with several other scientists who question those findings [Mech 2012].)

In any case, wolf aficionados took great umbrage at states for instituting wolf harvesting. In Minnesota, for example,

some 15 anti-wolf-taking billboards appeared along major highways; protests and vigils were regularly held in front

of Governor Mark Dayton’s home; new websites were launched; and the ad-hoc group “Howling for Wolves” filed a

suit to stop the hunt. When that failed, a lawsuit was filed against the FWS by the Humane Society of the United

States and three other groups to relist the wolf in the Upper Midwest.

Delisting had clearly opened the floodgates to action by constituents with strong pro and anti-wolf feelings. It turns

out that the 1978 Eastern Timber Wolf Recovery Team had been prescient when it wrote the following: “It is

important to remember that the wolf is controversial, so there will be local opposition to any attempt to re-establish

the animal or afford it any measure of protection. Similarly there will be opposition from other quarters to any

effort to control the animal, although control may be necessary for the good of the animal itself in certain areas. If

re-establishment of the wolf is accomplished, regulated taking of the animal undoubtedly will be necessary in the

restored range sooner or later” (FWS 1978).

Similarly, NorthernRockyMountain team members wrote, “We predict that controversy will continue well beyond the

time when wolves are recovered and removed from federal protection, although the focus will shift from whether and

how wolves should be restored to how wolves should be managed (Mech 1995), particularly in relation to state-

regulated ungulate hunting programs” (Bangs and Fritts 1996).

Special Case in Wyoming

Those predictions typify Wyoming’s

situation. Yellowstone National Park forms about half of

the planned Wyoming recovery zone for wolves.

However, the area outside that zone comprises

some 80 percent of Wyoming and is intensively

grazed by livestock. Wolves in that massive area —

which Wyoming named the Predator Zone — regularly

prey on livestock, causing problems for area

ranchers. From 2003 through 2012, agencies

authorized the killing of 70 depredating wolves in the

Predator Zone, which resulted in no packs ever being

able to persist there. Nevertheless, this area for years

has been a special zone of contention for wolf

advocates, and still is.

The FWS had mandated that each state develop a management plan showing how it would achieve and sustain

wolf recovery. By 2008 the Service had approved recovery plans for Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Montana, and

Idaho, but it had rejected Wyoming’s plan partly because it proposed unrestricted taking of wolves in the

extensive non-wilderness Predator Zone — long a prominent feature of the state’s various wolf management plans.

Very few wolves inhabit that area because of their constant conflict with livestock, so biologically nearly all of that

portion of Wyoming is inconsequential to Wyoming’s wolf population. However, in principle (wildlife management is

primarily people management, remember?), the idea that wolf taking would be unrestricted in such a large portion of

Wyoming has been unacceptable for many wolf advocates.

Media became complicit in this controversy by failing to note that relatively few wolves inhabit the Predator Zone.

That “oversight” appears deliberate. For example, in several phone interviews with the media, other biologists and I

have regularly pointed out this key fact, but seldom was that included in a story. The overall impression was that

Wyoming intended to wipe out most of its wolves. One widely circulated account stated that eight groups suing the

FWS claimed that Wyoming’s management plan classified wolves as “predators that can be shot on sight in most of



the state” (Denver Post 2012).

In any case, FWS refused to approve Wyoming’s plan for years, and it was that plan that figured prominently in

lawsuits and even in the Congressional 2011 delisting of the wolf in Montana and Idaho but not Wyoming. In 2012,

however, the FWS approved a new Wyoming Gray Wolf Management Plan, which had some modifications

that addressed the Service’s biological concerns but still allowed open, year-around taking of wolves in the Predator

Zone. The FWS delisted the wolf in Wyoming in August 2012 (FWS 2012). The state promptly opened a regulated

take of 52 wolves in a “Trophy Zone” (which held about 450 wolves, at least 224 of which were outside of

Yellowstone National Park) and unlimited take in the Predator Zone. Some 41 wolves were taken in the trophy area

and 20 or so in the Predator Zone. As of this writing, two groups of animal-protection organizations are suing the

FWS to relist wolves in Wyoming. Thus Wyoming wildlife managers, who had never before had to contend with

controversy over public wolf harvests, suddenly were faced with conflicting views of the Wyoming

legislature, big-game hunters, and livestock producers on one side versus wolf advocates on the other.

The controversy continues to simmer.

Other Challenges over ‘Take’

Once wolf populations recovered in the Lower 48, several states began to allow public wolf trapping (in addition to

shooting) and faced new controversy over that method of take. A graphic photo of a legally trapped wolf in Idaho

went viral on the Internet in March 2012 and brought worldwide protest. In addition, the Wisconsin legislature

passed a law in 2012 allowing hunters to use dogs to hunt wolves in keeping with that state’s long tradition of using

dogs to hunt bears (Ursus americanus), coyotes (Canis latrans), and bobcats (Lynx rufus). Animal-protection groups

 successfully sued to postpone that on the grounds that it would be cruel to the dogs, fearing that the wolves would

turn on the dogs and eat them! (After the season closed, the court ruled that use of dogs would be legal.)

Wisconsin has also had to deal with two other new wildlife management issues—tribal interests and night

hunting—that have arisen since it assumed wolf management responsibility in 2012. Some tribes, including Ojibwes

in the Upper Midwest, view the wolf as sacred. “The Ojibwe have always understood the wolf to be their brother.

They look at wolves as teachers, showing … how to live on the landscape, how to raise young using family

units, how to persevere under persecution — all the traits necessary to survive in this often-harsh

environment” (Johnston 2012). Thus Wisconsin reserved 85 wolves of its planned quota of 201 for the Ojibwe, who

then vowed not to kill them. Likewise, in Minnesota, tribes have prohibited public wolf harvest on tribal lands.

A regulation in Wisconsin that allowed night hunting of wolves spawned another new problem and lawsuit. The

Ojibwe reasoned that if the state allowed night hunting of wolves, then the natives should be allowed night hunting

of deer (Odocoileus virginianus). Thus the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission recently authorized

Wisconsin tribes to hunt deer at night with lights. According to one news account, Sue Erickson, a spokeswoman for

the Commission, said, “The DNR said it’s safe to have hunters in the woods at night hunting wolves and using a

light at the point of kill … The tribes are simply instituting the same thing” (Star Tribune 2012). The Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources has now sued the tribes to stop their night hunting of deer.

Clearly the varied issues related to public harvest of wolves will be a challenge for all the states with recovered wolf

populations — an idea recently captured by Tom Ryder of the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. “Wolves

represent every facet of wildlife management and the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation,” he says,

“touching on public ownership of wildlife, how science must be brought to bear, predator-prey relationships, the

challenges of managing a charismatic species, politics, and human dimensions.”

Given all those complexities, there are no easy answers to the dilemma facing states trying to responsibly manage

such a controversial creature as the wolf. One approach that might help pacify wolf advocates would be for each

state to set aside special wolf sanctuaries free from public wolf taking. Such sanctuaries could provide buffer

zones around national parks and perhaps reduce the number of park wolves killed just outside the park. (So far in

2012, eight radio-collared Yellowstone Park wolves valuable for research have been killed, drawing much media

attention and public condemnation.) Sanctuaries might also help satisfy some of the tribal concerns and would be

favored by at least some of the animal protection-groups, although setting aside sanctuaries certainly would not end

all the controversies.

In summary, wolf recovery in the Midwest and NRM was easy—for the wolves — but just the opposite for the states.

Similar endless and expensive controversy also pervades the ongoing Mexican wolf recovery program in the

southwestern U.S. and the red-wolf (Canis rufus) program in the Southeast. Such controversy probably ensures that

wolf restoration will never be undertaken in other areas.

After that weary phone call from Mike Jimenez, I did submit the legal declaration he requested for the Wyoming






